TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
- Line Pull: 10,000kg
- Hauling Speed: 0 - 20m/min
- Capstan Waist Size: 300-400mm
- Drive: Hydraulic or Electric (hydraulic drive, with electric driven hydraulic pump shown)

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
- Line Pull - Top Layer: 3,000kg
- Line Pull - Bottom Layer: 6,500kg
- Line Speed - Top Layer: 0 - 128m/min
- Line Speed - Bottom Layer: 0 - 59m/min
- Drum Speed: 0 - 58rpm
- Rope Size - Typical: 16mm
- Drum Width: 470mm
- Drum Capacity: 560m
- Drive: Hydraulic (optional electrical drive)

TYPICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
- Line Pull - Top Layer @ Low Speed: 10,000kg
- Line Pull - Bottom Layer @ Low Speed: 16,719kg
- Maximum Drum Speed @ Low/High: 6/12rpm
- Rope Size - Maximum: 24mm
- Drum Width: 1,000mm
- Cheek Diameter: 1,200mm
- Drum Capacity: 1,000m
- Engine Power: 38kW
- Hydraulic Pump Size: 45cc

Description:
DHW10000
10 TONNE DIESEL HYDRAULIC WINCH (38/45 DHPU)
with Fork Base and Optional Archimedes Screw Wire Guide